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The Hat Trick
The extraordinary story of two women and the man who came between them, from the acclaimed author of Other Fish in the Sea. Mona and Hannah were best friends in high school, but they
let their friendship slip away in the aftermath of a complicated love triangle with Peter, a man ten years older. Now in their thirties, Mona is a Hollywood movie producer and Hannah imports
African goods for her store on the Northern California coast. In an ironic twist of fate, the two women and Peter cross paths again on the exotic island of Zanzibar. When they meet again, the
bonds of love, guilt, and responsibility that kept them tied to one another are brought to the surface. Told in alternating voices and taking readers from California to New York to East Africa, Hat
Trick is the richly compelling story of three people reunited -- or forever divided.
A rabbit in a hat performs a magic show.
Garrick LeBlanc never intended to fall in love with two people, but he has, and now he has to figure out what to do about it. He wants to make them happy, but is afraid he’s doing just the
opposite. To make matters worse, he’s trapped in New Brunswick until the end of the hockey season, while his lovers are both in Boston. Savannah Morrison has no one but herself to blame
for practically shoving her lover into the arms of another man. After all, it was her idea that Garrick take a lover while they are separated for the season. She loves Garrick with all her heart, but
how the hell is she going to share him with Rhian? Rhian Savage used to have such a simple life. Now he’s in love, his dreams of skating on an NHL team are coming true, and he keeps
spotting a strangely familiar face in the crowds. To top it all off, he has to see Savannah every day. He knows she’s Garrick’s real future, but he doesn’t have the balls to do the right thing for
all of them and end it—until his life goes sideways. As usual. Now Rhian is alone, Garrick is heartbroken, and Savannah—the one person Rhian figured would celebrate his departure—is beating
down his door. What the hell is up with that?
Leigh Aberdeen is one of the top players on her Alberta hockey team, the Falcons. But as a M?tis and the only girl on the team she's different--and not everyone is happy about that. To top it
off, she doesn't think her mother wants her to play hockey, so Leigh hasn't told her about the Falcons. Soon she's getting threatening messages on the phone, the Falcons'captain tries to get
her kicked off the team, and her mother wants Leigh to go to a dance recital on the same night as the finals. When the pressure becomes too intense, Leigh has to face some hard decisions.
Hat Trick is a suspenseful, action-packed story about a young woman who learns the price of living a double life--the hard way. [Fry Reading Level - 4.2]
This book introduces us to Reinhold Messner, the first person to reach the summit of Everest solo and without supplemental oxygen.
This business classic features straight-talking advice you’ll never hear in school. Featuring a new foreword by Ariel Emanuel and Patrick Whitesell Mark H. McCormack, one of the most
successful entrepreneurs in American business, is widely credited as the founder of the modern-day sports marketing industry. On a handshake with Arnold Palmer and less than a thousand
dollars, he started International Management Group and, over a four-decade period, built the company into a multimillion-dollar enterprise with offices in more than forty countries. To this day,
McCormack’s business classic remains a must-read for executives and managers at every level. Relating his proven method of “applied people sense” in key chapters on sales, negotiation,
reading others and yourself, and executive time management, McCormack presents powerful real-world guidance on • the secret life of a deal • management philosophies that don’t work
(and one that does) • the key to running a meeting—and how to attend one • the positive use of negative reinforcement • proven ways to observe aggressively and take the edge • and much
more Praise for What They Don’t Teach You at Harvard Business School “Incisive, intelligent, and witty, What They Don’t Teach You at Harvard Business School is a sure winner—like the
author himself. Reading it has taught me a lot.”—Rupert Murdoch, executive chairman, News Corp, chairman and CEO, 21st Century Fox “Clear, concise, and informative . . . Like a good
mentor, this book will be a valuable aid throughout your business career.”—Herbert J. Siegel, chairman, Chris-Craft Industries, Inc. “Mark McCormack describes the approach I have personally
seen him adopt, which has not only contributed to the growth of his business, but mine as well.”—Arnold Palmer “There have been what we love to call dynasties in every sport. IMG has been
different. What this one brilliant man, Mark McCormack, created is the only dynasty ever over all sport.”—Frank Deford, senior contributing writer, Sports Illustrated
Three children, Tom, Hannah, and Shadowchild, who represents the reader, are made to guess, using the concept of binary logic, the color of the hats on their heads. An introduction to logical
thinking and mathematical problem-solving.
Explains how temperature changes affect plants and animals throughout the year, in a text that includes stickers.

It’s goalie vs. goalie in this brand-new enemies-to-lovers hockey romance from Avon Gale and Piper Vaughn… Ryu Mori has had a stellar season as goalie for the Atlanta
Venom. So when he’s called into management’s office, he’s expecting to hear he’s the new starting goalie for the team, not that some new guy—an incredibly hot, annoyingly
bratty rookie—is here to compete for his spot. Not everyone gets to play in the best league in the world. Emmitt Armstrong knows that, and he’s not about to waste the opportunity
after grinding his way from the bottom to the top. If the Venom are looking for a meek, mild-mannered pushover, they’ve got the wrong guy. Ryu doesn’t want to admit the other
goalie’s smart mouth turns him on. Beating Armstrong at practice feels good, sure, but there are other, more fun ways to shut his rival up. In this league, it’s winner takes all. But
there’s more to life than winning, and if Emmitt and Ryu can get past their egos and competitive natures, they might just discover they work better as partners than they ever
imagined possible. One-click with confidence. This title is part of the Carina Press Romance Promise: all the romance you’re looking for with an HEA/HFN. It’s a promise! This
book is approximately 68,000 words
It’s a reunion to remember… Don’t miss this friends-to-lovers hockey romance from Avon Gale and Piper Vaughn. Daniel “Bellzie” Bellamy should be on top of the world—a
Stanley Cup is the perfect topper to his fourteen-year NHL career. But despite the post-win high, something’s missing. When the chance to play for his hometown team, the
Miami Thunder, comes along, he’s open to it. And when he runs into an old friend from his past soon after he makes the move, he wonders if it might be kismet. Micah Kelly
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never thought he’d see his childhood crush—and first kiss—again. Danny Bellamy moved on to bigger and better things when they were teenagers, and the idea that Micah’s
relationship with the professional hockey player could be anything more than one-sided Instagram thirst seems too good to be true. Maybe too good to be true is the new reality,
though. As the season goes on, Micah teaches Daniel to surf, and Daniel introduces Micah to his lovable pack of rescue dogs and the world of being a hockey boyfriend. Life is
good. But when things on the ice don’t go as planned, they’ll have to decide if their rediscovered romance is built to last. Hat Trick: Book 1: Off the Ice Book 2: Goalie
Interference Book 3: Trade Deadline
The Kicks are dedicated to soccer and to friendship—but can they balance all their goals? Find out in book four in the fun and empowering New York Times bestselling middle
grade series from star soccer player, Olympic gold medalist, and World Cup champion, Alex Morgan. Now that playoffs are over, the Kicks won’t be playing together again until
the spring. But soccer-crazy Devin can’t imagine a life without soccer! She and her friends decide to try out for a travel team in a very competitive local league, but not everyone
makes the cut. Meanwhile, Devin’s little sister, Maisie, wants to try out for her elementary school’s soccer program. But due to budget cuts, the program has been eliminated!
The Kicks rally together to help raise money—and volunteer to help with four different projects on the same day! Things get hectic as the girls deal with the challenges of being on
the competitive, tougher team; figuring out how to keep their friendships together as they all go in different directions; and trying to save the elementary school’s soccer program.
If they can pull off all three, it will be a true hat trick!
TJ is a new boy at Parkview School and he's never played in a proper football match before, but he soon makes friends with a bunch of football-mad kids.The trouble is, none of
the teachers at Parkview are interested in football and the kids have nowhere to play - until Mr Wood arrives. With Mr Wood's help - and with the assistance of Mr Wood's old
friend, Marshall Jones, a Premier League footballer - the kids and their parents mend their pitch, begin to put together a brilliant football team, and start to turn the school into a
place to be proud of.
Drama / Comedy / 3f, flexible casting /Unit Set HAT TRICKS is an exciting compilation of six scenes and three monologues designed for performance by mature actresses.
Covering a range of women's experiences in the second half of life, these nine pieces range from the purely comedic to those that combine humor with thoughtful and sometimes
poignant explorations. This is a richly varied collection featuring a single intriguing commonality: Every scene or monologue includes the presence and compelling use of a HAT!
Jud is football mad but never seems to get a chance on the pitch. But when Seaburn football team meet their rivals, Jud finally has the chance to step in as goalie. It's a make-orbreak moment - can Jud rise to the challenge? A terrific football story from a master storyteller, set in the post-war period.
Dewey London and Bundy Neel are psyched about the new summer soccer league, until they learn about the contest to be team captain: Whoever draws the best team logo will
be named captain. Should artistic Dewey enter even though Bundy would make a better captain?
From FIFA World Cup Champion, Olympic gold medalist, and bestselling author Alex Morgan comes the empowering and fun-filled middle grade series about soccer and
friendship. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Chapter Books is an imprint of Spotlight a division of ABDO.
When his older brother gets his picture in the paper for scoring three goals in a soccer game, Stookie tries to emulate his feat.
With the playoffs over, Devin and her seventh-grade friends decide to try out for a soccer travel team, but friendships are threatened because not everyone makes it on to the tough,
competitive team, and in the mean time the girls are faced with a crisis--budget cuts threaten to eliminate the soccer program at the elementary school Devin's little sister attends.
Sasha doesn't date professional athletes, but when she makes an exception for a single, sizzling afternoon, she tumbles into an unexpected friends-with-benefits arrangement with the
irresistible Tate. Except there's nothing simple about the feelings that start to develop between them...
To pint-sized JT McDonald, hockey is life. So how come life keeps getting in the way of his hockey? JT McDonald is the smallest guy on the team - but he's not letting that interfere with his
plans to rule the rink this hockey season. His blades are sharp, his focus is strong and he is determined to play against the biggest team in the league, no matter what his coach says. That is
until a new player joins the team - a giant new player named Eddie Bosko - and he's a right winger too, just like JT. JT realizes his best moves look weak next to Eddie's. And to make matters
worse when JT fails a math test, his mother grounds him, devastating his hockey happiness further. On the upside, while grounded, he wins a radio contest that will give him the chance to
score a goal from centre line at the next Vancouver Canucks game. There's one catch: he won't be allowed to attend unless he pulls off a B on his next math test. Again his dreams seem just
out of reach and he is almost ready to admit defeat. That is until he notices that Eddie Bosko is even better at math than he is at hockey. Is it possible that JT's biggest competition is also the
one who can help him achieve his hockey goals?
A story bursting with fun, footy, family, friends and Nonna's meatballs from NRL superstar and Dally M Medal winner, James Tedesco. For every kid who dreams big! Twelve-year-old Teddy is
a footy star in the making. He plays rugby league at home on the farm. He plays for the Menangle Meerkats with his friends from school. But when a storm turns his team's playing fields into a
mud-pit, Teddy is faced with the worst decision of his life: if he wants to keep playing, he will need to switch teams from the Meerkats to their arch rivals - the Camden Rams. But can a
Meerkat really be a Ram? Based on James's own footy-playing childhood, Hat-Trick Teddy encourages kids to follow their dreams regardless of the obstacles in their way. Perfect for fans of
David Warner's The Kaboom Kid!, Tim Cahill's Tiny Timmy, Anh Do's Weirdo series and the Treehouse series.
Previously published; newly refreshed by the authors He’s hot for teacher NHL star Tristan Holt may be at the top of his game, but he’s already thinking one play ahead. Hitting the books in
the off-season means he’ll have a business degree to fall back on when it’s time to hang up his hockey skates. But his straightforward plan is complicated by his undeniable attraction to his
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sexy sociology professor, Sebastian Cruz. Impressed by Tristan’s brain as well as his brawn, Sebastian can’t help lusting after the gorgeous jock. With tenure on the line, Sebastian won’t
break the rules by becoming involved with one of his students—at least, not until the end of term. Once final grades are posted, though, their naughty mutual fantasies can become reality.
Tristan’s not sure he’s up for being the poster boy for openly gay hockey players, but Sebastian’s never been the type of man to keep his sexuality—or his relationships—in the closet. For
Tristan, being with Sebastian might mean risking more than just his heart. One-click with confidence. This title is part of the Carina Press Romance Promise: all the romance you’re looking for
with an HEA/HFN. It’s a promise! This book is approximately 71,000 words
Fourteen-year-old Jade Hameister had a dream: to complete the Polar Hat Trick. In 2016, she skied to the North Pole. In 2017, she completed the Greenland Crossing. In 2018, she arrived at
the South Pole. This is the story of an adventurer who never gave up - who set herself incredible challenges beyond her years and experience. An adventurer who endured extremes of cold
and blizzards; tackled treacherous terrain where one wrong step could be fatal; struggled through sastrugi, ice rubble and emotional lows to achieve an extraordinary goal. Along the way, she
made a sandwich for online trolls, inspired young people, and made international headlines. At sixteen, Jade Hameister became the youngest person in history to complete the Polar Hat Trick.
Jade is: *The youngest person to ski from the coast of Antarctica to South Pole unsupported and unassisted * The first Australian woman in history to ski coast to Pole unsupported and
unassisted * The first woman to set a new route to the South Pole * The youngest to ski to both Poles * The youngest to complete the Polar Hat Trick.
Soren: You know what's not fun? Going on a Fiji vacation with four other couples. Especially when recently single.What's even worse is when a past hook-up arrives unannounced.Not only do
we have a history, but he's ten years younger and a famous rock star. Most importantly, he's my friend's little brother.Being trapped on an island with Jet Jackson is going to be sweet torture
because all I want is another chance.I just don't think he's going to give it to me.Jet: You know what's not fun? Escaping one guy who broke my heart only to run into another.Being on the road
for three years has left me exhausted. The last thing I want is for Caleb 'Soren' Sorensen to try for round two.I can't fight my draw to him. I've never been able to.I'm suddenly back to being the
naïve kid who stupidly lusted after a hockey player.All I can think is if I let Soren get close, I'll walk away from this vacation with a double broken heart.*Hat Trick is a full-length M/M romance
with a guaranteed HEA. This is the final book in the Fake Boyfriend series and as such is not recommended to be read as a standalone. All main characters of the series feature heavily.*
The gloves are off! A brand new format for Tom Earle's action-packed debut Ricky Phillips is only a teen when he is selected to play for the Barrie Colts of the Ontario Hockey League. Everyone around him,
including his coaches and his father, is going to make sure that he gets the ultimate prize: a chance to play in the National Hockey League. When he is selected to play for the San Jose Sharks, everyone is
thrilled. But an on-ice fight turns deadly and has lasting repercussions; Ricky is forced to question everything he knows. How much is hockey worth to him? An inside look at life in professional hockey, this
story of a young hockey star's career derailed by a misplaced punch is a compelling, ripped-from-the-headlines read.
Prepare to be bowled over by the adventures of Toby Jones, a cricket mad boy with the ability to travel through time. The lives of Toby and his friends are also guarding a powerful secret. Using a magic copy
of Wisden, Toby can visit the great cricket matches of the past and meet his heroes.
Home for the holidays, the Heller brothers are planning to enjoy their short break in the hockey season. With three of the four brothers in love, it should be a great family reunion. But Jase and Remi just got
the results of an important DNA test, and neither of them are in the mood to celebrate. Tag and Kyla also just got some surprising news that has them at odds, and Nicole's nervous about meeting the whole
family when she and Logan have been together such a short time. Instead of peace and joy, this holiday is full of angst, worry and tension...is love really enough to overcome all obstacles?
Hatrick, Hockey Romance Trilogy Extraordinaire by gifted author Cathy Wilson, is an outstanding short story fiction series that delivers. Each unique tale runs deep, captivating your senses with relatable
characters, detailed plots, clever storylines, and suspenseful twists and turns unsuspecting. Book One – Break-Away Book Two – Redirect Book Three – Between the Pipes A Trilogy set to tango with lust,
love, innocence, tragedy, heartbreak, and the universal dream of a “happily ever after.” “Love is something you don’t find. It finds you. Magnificent and powerful, magical and consuming. Two souls as one,
chosen.” Let’s begin...
When 12-year-old Gabriel Carson moves to Dearborn, Michigan with his parents and two siblings, he dreams of becoming the star player on their prestigious soccer team. But those dreams are dashed when
Gabe finds out that the team already has a star- the coach's son. From day one, the coach's son and his best friend resent Gabe, realizing his talent. But their anger for each other goes too far when Gabe
ends up in the hospital. Gabe will have to realize that there's more to a good team than just talent if he wants to come back and lead the team to a conference title. Hat Trick by Tikeh N. Tazeh is the first
installment in the Gabe Carson Series. to purchase this book, visit [insert link].
Milo the Magnificent's magic act isn't so magnificent after all, until he meets a bear who teaches him the secret to the perfect hat trick in this classic and critically acclaimed picture book, perfect for fans of
Oliver Jeffers and Jon Klassen Milo the Magnificent is the world's least magnificent magician. He can't even pull a rabbit out of his hat! When Mr. Popovich gives him one more chance, Milo knows he has no
choice: he has to go out and catch a rabbit for his act. Instead, he catches a bear. And the bear promises to help! Into the hat he dives. Milo rides the train home, sure his act will go off perfectly tonight. But
when he arrives in his dressing room, he discovers that he left his hat--and the bear!--on the train. Meanwhile, across town, a man in a restaurant has a very familiar hat . . . Can Milo get his hat back in time
for his act?
He's a hockey star. And he's my daughter's hero. And now he's...my boyfriend When Jase Kelly scores his fourth professional hat trick, it's more than just a career highlight. In one of the hats raining down
onto the ice, there's a note from two fans-a girl whose migraines keep her from coming to games, and her dad, who hopes to get her an autograph for her birthday. Devin McKenzie just hopes for a signature
or maybe a chance for his daughter to meet her favorite player. Instead, Jase Kelly pulls out all the stops to give Dallas an evening of hockey, autographs, and all the souvenirs she can carry. She's beyond
starstruck. And Devin? Being starstruck wouldn't make his heart race like this...would it? Jase only wanted to cheer up a fan. He never expected to be so attracted to her dad. One look at Devin, though, and
he's speechless. And suddenly a lot more certain than he's ever been about his sexuality. Once they connect, they're so good together it's almost effortless... as long as Jase keeps Devin from seeing how the
slightest bit of stress-or even nothing at all-can reduce him to shaking and hyperventilating. Meanwhile Devin desperately hopes that this one time, he's found someone who won't bolt from the reality of dating
a parent of a child with chronic health issues. They won't be able to keep those cards hidden forever, though. Sooner or later, their respective truths will come to light. Fate brought them together. Can love
save them from falling apart? Name From a Hat Trick is a 114,000-word standalone contemporary M/M romance. CW: on-page anxiety and panic attacks
You’re invited to Hattie the rabbit’s magic show! A lively, must-have read-aloud for preschooler storytimes from acclaimed author-illustrator Satoshi Kiramura. ? “Dynamic, fun-filled, imaginative, and ideal for
participatory reading aloud.” —Kirkus Reviews, STARRED REVIEW “Wonderful pacing and exceptional charm...comedy gold. This is likely to become one of those well-worn ‘again, again’ books.” ?Wall
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Street Journal Abracadabra, katakurico! Oh, goodness! Out pops a cat from Hattie’s magic hat. Can you guess what creature will appear from the magic hat next? Follow along as Hattie the rabbit conjures
up a parade of animals from her magic hat in this highly interactive story that’s perfect for toddler and preschool storytimes. Simple, repetitive language along with ample opportunities for prediction and fun
magic words add to its engaging qualities. A great pairing for magic-themed activities and animal units. From renowned author and illustrator Satoshi Kitamura. A Parents’ Choice Recommended Award
winner! Also from Satoshi Kitamura: The Smile Shop

Three hockey themed chapter books in one fun volume! This special bind-up edition features three chapter books starring Tom, and his friends, who form the Glen-lake Hawks
hockey team. Geared to 7 to9 year olds, these entertaining novels tackle all the issues that kids face, both on and off the ice: the stress of competition; the importance of good
sportsmanship; and how good it feels to shoot a wicked slap-shot! This chunky paperback includes The Wicked Slapshot, The Funny Faceoff and Hockey Rules!
Hat TrickHarperTrophy
Savannah Morrison is the new athletic trainer for the Moncton Ice Cats, a professional hockey team in the wilds of New Brunswick. It’s a good thing she’s got plenty of
knowledge and grit, because as the only female trainer in the league, she has to work twice as hard to win the players’ respect. The last thing on earth she would do is date one
of them. Twelve year hockey veteran Garrick LeBlanc isn’t ready to hang up his skates, particularly since he hasn’t figured out what the hell he’s planning to do next. He needs
the new trainer to keep him fit to play, and she’s got the skills to do it. Too bad he lost his mind and hit on her the day they met. Now she hates his guts and he’s made an art of
ignoring her. When the team is put up for sale, Garrick and Savannah have to work together to save their jobs and their team. Somewhere along the way, they discover Garrick
isn’t just a hockey player, Savannah isn’t only passionate about her work, and just maybe they’ve got more in common than they thought.
The companion volume to our bestselling, Blue Spruce Award winner, Z is for Zamboni: A Hockey Alphabet. Like our alphabet series our counting books are written in a two-tier
format with charming poems for young readers and expository text for older readers. Young sports fans see numbers everywhere--the scoreboard, the retired jerseys in the
rafters, the numerology of sports stats--and Hat Tricks Count: A Hockey Number Book delivers them faster than an assist from the Great One, number 99 himself. Hat Tricks
Count will answer many of the fast paced questions kids have. What is a Hat Trick, anyway? Cross checking, high sticking, and hooking penalties add up to what? Who scored
more career goals--Gordie Howe or Wayne Gretzky?
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